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In this paper we investigate the dimensional structure of probability distributions 
on Euclidean space and characterize a class of regular distributions. We obtain a 
consistent estimator of dimension based on a nearest neighbor statistic and in 
addition obtain asymptotic confidence intervals for dimension in the case of regular 
distributions. Although many examples of point estimation of dimension have 
recently appeared in the literature on chaotic attractors in dynamical systems, 
questions of consistency and interval estimation have not previously been addressed 
systematically. Q 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. 1NTRoDucT10~ 
The theory of Hausdorff dimension has long been an important topic for 
mathematicians (since the initial paper of Hausdorff [14]) and the 
question of estimating dimension from empirical data has recently become 
of great interest in the study of dynamical systems. However, the statistical 
aspects of estimating dimension have not received serious attention and 
one goal of this paper is to show that the study of Hausdorff dimension 
from a statistical viewpoint is rewarding not only for its applications to 
other fields but for its potential use as a tool in understanding and 
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analyzing high-dimensional multivariate data. So far as we know, with the 
exception of some recent work of Denker and Keller [S], there have been 
no rigorous results on dimension estimation until this paper. We hope to 
have made this presentation readable and useful to both statisticians and 
physicists. The last portion of the Introduction, as well as Section 2, is 
devoted to necessary definitions, examples, and background information. 
In physics, Hausdorff dimension arises very naturally in the study of 
dynamical systems; the dimension of a system can be roughly equated with 
the minimum number of variables necessary to describe it. Recently there 
has been an abundance of papers dealing with the statistical estimation of 
dimension in this setting. Many of the procedures used are ad hoc, 
generally involving box-counting algorithms or least-squares techniques 
applied to certain nearest neighbor quantities. For a sample of this litera- 
ture see Farmer, Ott, and Yorke [lo], Young [29], Guckenheimer [13], 
Badii and Politi [ 11, Denker and Keller [S], Mayer-Kress [22], and 
Ziff [30]. 
We begin, in Section 3, by developing a consistent estimator (under quite 
general conditions) of local Hausdorff dimension. This estimator, based on 
nearest neighbor distances, is closely related to some of the quantities 
currently used. The problem of bias associated with this estimator is dis- 
cussed. It is interesting to note that in current estimation algorithms a 
problem with “over-optimistic” error estimates (which we believe may be 
due to a similar bias) has recently been recognized. We refer the reader to 
Holzfusss and Mayer-Kress [ 161 as well as the preface of Mayer- 
Kress [22]. 
By then examining the asymptotic behavior of a suitable linear transfor- 
mation of our estimator we are able to isolate and characterize what we 
will call regular distributions. This term will be made precise later but a 
regular probability distribution can roughly be described as one which has 
a density over some smooth subspace of RN (for example, the uniform dis- 
tribution over the surface of a sphere). Under the assumption that a given 
multivariate data set arises from a regular distribution (the actual subspace 
and its dimension D being unknown), this asymptotic theory gives rise to 
conlidence intervals and tests of hypothesis for D. We see this as a potential 
tool in data analysis for detecting hidden relationships among variables 
and determining the minimum number of variables necessary to describe 
the probability distribution underlying a data set. Note that the 
assumption of regularity represents a considerable relaxation of the often 
made requirement that the underlying distribution actually be absolutely 
continuous and in fact enables us to test for absolute continuity (see 
Section 6). 
Much work remains to be done. Of primary importance is the necessity 
to characterize asymptotic behavior in the irregular (or fractal) case as this 
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is the situation most likely to be encountered in dynamical systems. 
Preliminary investigation suggests there may be various subcases involved 
here. The authors have investigated a class of fractal distributions for which 
the asymptotic behavior is Gaussian (Cutler and Dawson [7]). 
The remainder of this introduction will be devoted to a heuristic dis- 
cussion of dimension. If S is a subset of R”“, the Hausdorff-Besicovitch 
dimension of S (hereon denoted by dim(S)) is a real number between 0 
and N. One feature of dim(S) is that it may take on noninteger values; in 
fact, given any 0 < a < N we can find SE RN such that dim(S) =‘cY. Sets in 
IWN of positive Lebesgue measure (or volume) always have dimension N. 
Countable sets, representing the opposite extreme, always have dimenion 0. 
Intermediate but sufficiently smooth sets have the dimensions one would 
reasonably expect; a curve of finite length in N-space has dimension 1, a 
plane in 3-space has dimension 2, and the surface of a sphere in [WN will be 
of dimension N- 1. Such sets are examples of regular sets (see Section 2). 
However, irregular sets do exist in abundance and one typically thinks of 
such sets as being “highly fractured” and having noninteger dimension; a 
well-known simple example is the Cantor set which has dimension 
log 2/lag 3. Irregular sets, however, can also have integer dimension 
although this value is typically different from the dimension of smooth ver- 
sions of the same type of object. Brownian motion in [WN( N > 2) produces 
trajectories which, with probability 1, have dimension 2 (see Taylor [28]); 
the trajectories are so irregular that they fail to act as one-dimensional cur- 
ves. For an excellent discussion and description (as well as computer- 
generated representations) of irregular or fractal sets we refer the reader to 
Mandelbrot [17, 181. A rigorous but highly readable approach to fractal 
geometry is taken by Falconer [9]; the material encompasses work done 
by A. S. Besicovitch, R. 0. Davies, H. G. Eggleston, I. J. Good, P. Mattila, 
J. M. Marstrand, and many others. For a more general view of Hausdorff 
measures and Hausdorff dimension the reader can refer to Rogers [26] and 
Federer [ 121. 
In this paper we will be interested not so much in the dimensions of sets 
as in the dimension(s) we may associate with a probability measure over 
RN. One obvious way of making such an association is to consider the 
dimension of the topological support of the measure. While this can be 
useful in certain situations it will not be suitable for our purposes. We 
would certainly like to be able to distinguish, at least theoretically, between 
discrete and absolutely continuous measures in terms of dimension yet the 
closed support of a discrete measure can be of dimension N. Furthermore, 
a measure may have mass concentrated over sets of various dimensions in 
which case the dimension of the support is only one feature of the dimen- 
sional behavior of the measure. Instead we will use the fact that to each 
probability measure p over RN we can associate a probability measure p 
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over [0, N] called the dimension distribution of p (see Cutler [6]). For 
each 0 < a <N, ji( [0, u]) is the proportion of mass of p concentrated on 
sets with dimension not exceeding CI. If p has all its mass concentrated on a 
single dimension a then p will be said to be exact dimensional or of exact 
dimension ~1. (These terms were first used by Rogers and Taylor [27].) 
Under this scheme discrete and absolutely continuous measures present 
two extremes; discrete measures are of exact dimension 0 and absolutely 
continuous measures are of exact dimension N. 
A remark is in order here. Authors have commented in the physics 
literature (see, for example, Farmer, Ott, and Yorke [lo]) that generally a 
larger dimension value is obtained for a chaotic attractor when a metric 
definition of dimension is used as opposed to a pointwise definition involv- 
ing the natural measure. This can be explained by noting that the metric 
case corresponds to computing the Hausdorff dimension of the attractor 
itself which is in fact the support of the natural measure associated with the 
system. These natural measures appear to be exact dimensional in nature 
and the pointwise approach can be shown to correspond to determining 
the dimension c1 on which the natural measure is concentrated (the 
relationship between pointwise dimension and the dimension distribution 
will be given in Section 2). It is clear that CI cannot exceed the dimension of 
the support of the measure and it is easy to construct a multitude of exam- 
ples where a is strictly smaller. Thus the noted difference in the case of 
attractors is not unusual or surprising. 
In the following J. will always denote Lebesgue measure over [WN. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND RESULTS 
Let SG [WN. The (a, 6)-outer Hausdorff measure of S will be defined as 
where a 20, 6 > 0, rc, = x”/22-a/~(l + a/2) is a normalizing constant, 
Sk E [WN, and d(Sk) = SUpX,Z E Sk 11x - zll is the usual Euclidean diameter of 
Sk. The a-outer Hausdorff measure of S will be given by 
H”(S) = lim H:(S). 
6-o+ 
It is well known that H’ is an outer measure over the subsets of [WN and 
a measure when restricted to the Bore1 sets. We can interpret H’(S) as the 
“a-dimensional volume” of S. (For example, if S is a planar segment in Iw3 
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then the 2-dimensional Hausdorff measure H2(S) will coincide with the 
usual surface area of this segment.) If a > N then H” = 0 (the zero measure) 
while Z-P = 1. At the other extreme Ho is the counting measure which 
assigns finite measure only to sets with a finite number of points. 
Remark. It should be mentioned that most definitions of Hausdorff 
measure exclude the normalizing constants K, (one notable exception is the 
definition and approach taken by Billingsley [S], which includes an 
excellent discussion of Hausdorff measure as generalized volume). The con- 
stant K, arises in relating the volume of an a-dimensional ball to its 
diameter. If a is a positive integer and B is a ball in Iw” then the volume (or 
Lebesgue measure) of B is well known to be q(d(B))“, where d(B) is the 
diameter of B. We prefer to retain these constants so that Hausdorff 
measure coincides with the usual notion of volume for regular objects. 
It is not difficult to show that, for each SG IWN, H*(S) is a decreasing 
function of a and there exists a unique value a,, 0 <a,< N, such that 
H”(S) = 0 for a > a, and H”(S) = co for a < ao. This point of change a0 is 
called the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension of S. We can express this as 
We summarize some of the elementary properties of dimension below 
and refer the reader to Rogers [26], Billingsley [S], and Falconer [9] for 
proofs. 
(1) If l(S)>0 then dim(S)=N. 
(2) If S is countable then dim(S) = 0. 
(3) If Pdk is a countable collection of subsets of iRN, then 
dim(U, S,) = sup, dim(S,). 
(4) If SC [WN is isometric with S* E [wD (D a positive integer, D < N) 
then dim(S) = dim(S*). In particular, if S* is of positive D-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure then dim(S) = dim(S*) = D. 
It is property (4) that allows us to immediately say that a plane in R3 
has dimenion 2; it is clearly an isometric copy of lR2. 
Let ~1 be a Bore1 probability measure over rWN. As noted in the Introduc- 
tion the dimension distribution of p is a Bore1 probability measure fi over 
[0, N] which describes the distribution of p-mass with respect to dimen- 
sion. fi can be defined explicitly over intervals of the form [0, a] by 
P(CO, al) = sup P(B), 
dim(E) < a 
where B is assumed to be a Bore1 set of [WN. 
683/28/l-9 
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The existence and properties of ,il are discussed by Cutler [6]. We will 
use the symbol 6, to denote the probability measure over [0, N] having all 
mass concentrated at the point CI. That is, 
afZB 
a#B 
for each Bore1 set B c [0, N]. 
p is of exact dimension a if 4 = 6,. It follows that if p is absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect to 1 then ,ii =6, while p discrete implies fi=S,. A 
singular bivariate normal distribution over R* will have $ = 6,. While this 
paper will chiefly be concerned with dimension estimation techniques for a 
certain class of exact-dimensional measures (this reduces the problem to 
estimating a single value a) it should be noted that a complete range of 
dimension distributions is possible. Cutler [6] has shown that 
corresponding to each probability distribution y over [0, N] is a 
probability measure p over KY” satisfying fi = y. There is not likely to be any 
practical solution to the much more general problem of estimating an 
arbitrary dimension distribution y. 
We will now discuss the concept of local dimension as it will form the 
basis of our estimation procedure in later sections. To each x E RN we 
would like to assign a value representing the dimension on which the mass 
of p is concentrated in arbitrarily small neighborhoods of x. Let oi: RN + R 
be a Bore1 measurable function and let D, denote the preimage 
{x 1 di(x) 6 a) for each 0 6 a 6 N. Then oi is called a version of the dimension 
concentration map or local dimension map if it satisfies the following two 
properties: 
dim( D,) < a for each 0 < a < N (2-l) 
B(CO, al)=cL(DJ for each 0 < a < N. (2.2) 
Cutler [6] has shown that 4 exists and is p-a.s. uniquely defined. It is 
also shown that versions of 6 are provided by the functions 
i,(x) = N lim inf 1% AC;(x)) 
n+ co log A(c;(x))’ 
where r 2 2 is a positive integer and C;(x) is the unique r-adic cube of side 
length r-” containing x. There were two reasons then for choosing to 
express the local dimension in terms of r-adic cubes. One is that the 
measures under consideration were ideally suited to computations over 
r-adic cubes. The other is the useful fact that two r-adic cubes are either 
disjoint or one is contained in the other. This simplified some proofs in 
Cutler [6]. However, as will be seen in Section 3, it will be necessary for us 
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to consider the local dimension at x in terms of balls centered at x. We will 
need the following result which is a generalization of the usual Vitali 
covering theorem. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let p be a finite Bore1 measure over RN. Suppose Y is a 
covering of S by balls such that each XE S is the center of a ball of 
arbitrarily small radius from Y. (We call Y a centered Vitali covering.) 
Then there exists a disjoint subcollection {Bk}k of balls from Y such that 
AS\U,B,) = 0. 
Proof We refer the reader to Besicovitch [4] and Morse [24, 251. 1 
We now show that local dimension can be obtained by calculating limits 
of log ratios over balls centered at x. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let oi(x) = N lim inf,,,+(log p(B,(x))/log i(B,(x))), where 
B,(x) is the closed ball of radius E centered at x. Then oi( .) is a version of the 
dimension concentration map. 
Proof We need to verify properties (2.1) and (2.2). We obtain (2.1) by 
noting that Theorem 5.1 of Cutler [6] remains true when r-adic cubes are 
replaced by balls centered at x. The disjoint subcover required in the proof 
is obtained in the case of balls by appealing to the generalized Vitali 
theorem Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.8.14 of Federer [ 123. Property (2.2) 
will follow if we show the relation 19(x) < G,(x) holds. Let E, = fir pn and 
cN = 2N~NNN’Z. Then C”(x) c B,“(x) and I(BJx)) = c,A(C~(X)). Hence 
log AB,n(x)) = log 4C(x)) 1% CI(B&)) 
log 4%(x)) log cNA(c(x)) log n(c;(x)) 1 
i 
log n(q(x)) 
G logc,A(~(x)) Ii 
1% AC(x)) 
I logA(C(x)) 
Therefore 
. . log 14&(x)) 
Oitx)= N1;:;!f log I(B,(x)) 
log ~(B,n(x)) 
’ N1inm_:f log A(BJx)) 
log AC;(x)) 
log A(CL(x)) 
= k,(x). 
This completes the proof. 1 
The quantity i(x) as defined in Theorem 2.1 is called pointwise dimension 
in physics and is sometimes expressed in the equivalent form 
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oi(x) = lim in&,,+ (log p(B,(x))/log E). Below we list the most important 
properties of local dimension. 
THEOREM 2.2. (i) Any two versions of the dimension concentration map 
are equal ,u-a.s. 
(ii) Regarded as a random variable over the probability space 
(RN, L4YN, p), where ~8~ denotes the Bore1 sets, &( .) has distribution 4. 
(iii) 0 < oi( .) < N p-a.s. 
(iv) oi( .) = tl p-a.s. is equivalent to b = 6,. 
Proof. For proofs of (i) and (ii) we refer the reader to Theorem 2.1 of 
Cutler [6]. Note that (iii) and (iv) are immediate consequences of (ii). m 
Part (iv) of Theorem 2.2 will be used in the estimation of cx for the case 
ji=S,. 
We would now like to give a rigorous definition of a regular set. Follow- 
ing the terminology of Falconer, SE RN will be called an a-set (a > 0) if 
0 < H”(S) < co. Note that an a-set is necessarily of dimensioncl. The upper 
and lower densities of S at x E RN are defined respectively as 
D( S, x ) = lim sup H”tSn B,(x)) 
E-o+ K,(2E)a 
and 
D(S, x)=limiof H”(S n B,(x)) 
E-o+ %(2&Y 
The density D(S, x) is said to exist if the upper and lower densities coin- 
cide, in which case we set D(S, x) = d(S, x) = D(S, x). The set S is then 
called regular if the density exists and equals 1 for all points x E S except 
possibly on a set of Ha-measure zero. That is, S is regular if 
D(S, x) = lim Hats n B,(x)) = l 
&do+ K,&)’ 
for Ha-almost all x ES. 
Note that our definition of regular is in fact the same as that given by 
Falconer [9]; the presence of the constant K, in our expression is explained 
by the fact that our version of Hausdorff measure is normalized while 
Falconer’s is not. We see that an cc-set is regular if and only if at almost all 
its points sufficiently small neighborhoods behave like a-dimensional balls, 
at least in terms of measure. We will call an a-set S absolutely regular if the 
limit D(S, x) = 1 for all x E S. Obviously an absolutely regular set is 
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a regular set from which the few allowable irregular points (a set of 
HZ-measure zero) have been removed. 
We will also need to consider the more general concept of regularity with 
respect to a finite measure p. Let a > 0. We define the upper and lower 
(p, a)-densities of S at x by 
D;(S, x) = lim sup ‘(,;,$‘)) 
E-o+ ‘x 
and 
Q;( S, x) = lim inf AS n Be(x)) 
&+o+ tc,(2&)a . 
We set the (p, a)-density D;(S, x) = &(S, x) = a;(S, x) whenever the 
upper and lower density values agree. S is said to be (p, a)-regular if 
D;(S, x) exists and is finite and positive for ,u-almost all x in S. 
The following theorem characterizes regular sets and supports our 
intuition that sets of noninteger dimension should not be regular. If 
1 < a < N is a positive integer, an a-set S is called countably rectifiable if S 
can be expressed as S = lJjfj(Sj) u G, where H”(G) = 0 and fi: Sj + RN is a 
function satisfying a Lipschitz condition over a bounded set Sjs IJP. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let SE aBN be an a-set. Then S is regular if and only if 
a > 1 is an integer and S is countably rectifiable. 
Proof: This was proven in stages by Besicovitch [2, 31, Federer [ 111, 
Moore [23], Marstrand [19], and Mattila [21]. [ 
Some analogous results, although not as complete and satisfactory as in 
the regular case, are known in the (cl, a)-regular case. In particular it can 
be shown that (p, a)-regularity also implies a is an integer. We refer the 
reader to Marstrand [20]. 
The following lemma and Theorem 2.4 establish the connection between 
regularity and (/A, a)-regularity, leading to the notion of what we will call 
regular distributions. Since both regularity and (,u, a)-regularity imply a is 
an integer we will, in either of these situations, replace a by D, where D is 
always understood to be a member of the set { 1, 2, . . . . N}. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ,u and v be finite Bore1 measures over IWN. Then u is 
absolutely continuous with respect to v tf and only if, for p-almost all x, 
lim,,o+(p(B,(x))/v(B,(x))) exists and is finite, in which case 
lim,,o+(~L(B,(x))lv(B,(x))) =fW exists v-a.s. and is a version of the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative of u with respect to v. It follows that 
O<f(x)c03 u-a.s. 
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Proof. This can be shown by applying Lemma 2.1 and standard 
measure theory techniques. For general results of this kind we refer the 
reader to Hayes and Pauc [ 15). 1 
THEOREM 2.4. Let S be an absolutely regular D-set in [WN. Let u be a 
Bore1 probability measure over [WN such that u(S) = 1. Then S is (p, D)- 
regular tf and only tfu is absolutely continuous with respect to the restriction 
of D-Hausdorff measure to S (denoted HD 1 S) in which case 
lim ~(Betx)) 
c-o+ K~(24~ 
= f(x) u-a.s., 
where f is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of u with respect to HD 1 S. 
Proof. Let x E S. The assumptions that S is a D-set and /A(S) = 1 enable 
us to write 
ASn B,(x)) = /@e(x)) = I@,(X)) HD(S n B,(x)) 
ICDt2&)D KD(~&)~ HD(Sn B,(x)) “D@&)~ 
A&(x)) HD(Sn B,(x)) 
= HD 1 S(B,(x)) ’ K,(2&)D ' 
Since the absolute regularity of S implies lim, ,,+(HD(Sn B,(x))/ 
ICKY)= 1, it is clear that p(Sn B,(X))/rcD(2&)D approaches a finite 
positive limit f(x) as E --t O+ if and only if lim,,,+(~(B,(x))/HD 1 S(B,(x))) 
= f(x). The result now follows from Lemma 2.2. 1 
We will call u a D-regular distribution if p can be supported on an 
absolutely regular D-set S which is also (p, D)-regular. The 
Radon-Nikodym derivative f of p with respect to HD 1 S will be called the 
D-density of p. Sections 5 and 6 will be concerned with the behavior or 
regular distributions. 
Note it is easy to see that p is an N-regular distribution if and only if p is 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure il, in which case 
the N-density of p corresponds to the usual notion of density. 
Remark. We can easily extend the definition of regular set to the case 
where S is a local a-set; that is H*(S) > 0 and to each x E S there 
corresponds E >O such that H’(Sn B,(x)) < co. This removes the 
unnecessary and sometimes inconvenient restriction that S have finite total 
Ha-measure. Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 remain unchanged when “a-set” is 
replaced by “local a-set.” We will extend the definition of regular 
distribution accordingly. 
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3. POINT ESTIMATION OF LOCAL DIMENSION 
We will say that the local dimension of p is simple at x if 
lim inf loi3 Aax)) = lim sup 1% d&(x)) 
& + o+ loi? 44(x)) & + o+ 1% 4&(x)) 
in which case we can express i(x) = Nlim,,,+(log p(B,(x))/log Iz(B,(x))). 
This is not an unusual occurrence. Theorem 3.1 below shows that all 
regular distributions have this property at almost every point. Many fractal 
distributions share this behavior as well. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p be a D-regular distribution. Then the local dimen- 
sion of p is simple and concentrated at the point D p-as (and consequently p 
is of exact dimension D). 
Proof: We can write 
1% A&(x)) 
Since /A is D-regular there exist S and f such that 0 <f(x) < co on S, 
p(S)= 1, and lim ,+0+(,4B,(x))/KD(2&)D) =f(X) for all x E S. Thus, for 
x E S, the first term of (3.1) tends to 0 as E + 0 + while the second term 
tends to D/N. Consequently we obtain 
6(x)= N lim log /44(x)) 
E -o+ log 1(&(x)) 
=N.D/N=D. 
Thus oi is simple and equals D CL-a.s. 1 
In the following it will simplify calculations to express 
6(x) = lim inf log~(gB~~x)). 
E-o+ 
(3.2) 
It is clear that (3.2) is equivalent to the definition of Z(x) given in 
Theorem 2.1 and that the local dimension of p is simple at x if and only if 
i(x)= lim log /4&(x)) 
&-Of log28 . 
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We will define the error function &E, x) by the difference 
#(ET xl = 
1% AK(x)) _ qx) 
log 2&. provided I%?(X) < 00. (3.3) 
From (3.2) we see that lim inf,,,, &E, x) = 0 always, and a(x) is simple 
if and only if lim,,,+ #(E, x) = 0. Furthermore, provided a(x) < co, we can 
express p(B,(x)) in terms of the diameter 2~ via the relation 
p( B,(X)) = (2E)-) + ‘(‘*“, (3.4) 
which is obtained by manipulating (3.3). 
Now let x E UP’ be some fixed point of RN and consider a random sample 
from an unknown distribution CL. Our approach to estimating 6(x) will be 
based on the inverse relationship between the local dimension at x and the 
degree of mass concentration in small neighborhoods of x. Specifically, a 
lower local dimension corresponds to a greater local mass. One extreme 
occurs when x is an atom of p (in which case a(x) =0) and the opposite 
extreme occurs when x is outside the support of p (producing 6(x) = co). 
Greater local mass at x should be, in the long run, reflected by a greater 
degree of clustering of sample points about the base point x. 
Suppose X, , X,, . . . are i.i.d. observations from the distribution p. Let 
Pn(X)=min,.iGn IIXj- XII denote the nearest neighbor distance between x 
and the first n sample points. Clearly, provided x belongs to the support of 
CL, P,~(x) decreases to 0 with probability 1. 
We define the log min ratio at x by f,(x) = log 2p,(x)/log l/n. 
The following lemma lists expressions for the probabilities of certain 
events; these expressions will be useful in future calculations. The symbol P 
represents the usual product measure P = fl;= 1 p corresponding to the 
random sequence X,, X,, . . . . 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume C?(X) < co. Then we haoe 
(i) P( [p,(x) > y]) = { 1 -p(BJx))}” = { 1 - (2y)“(“)+d(y*X’}“; 
(ii) P(C~,(~)<YI)=P(CP,(~)>~~~-‘I) 
= (1 _n-"("'X)+)((l/2)n-y.x))}n; 
(iii) If {c,}, is a decreasing sequence of positive constants then 
p ; CPk(X)>Ckl =P(CP.(X)>Cnl) fi P(ClI&-XII >Ckl) 
k=n > k=n+l 
= (1 -p(B&))}” fi (1 -PL(w4H. 
k=n+l 
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Proof: These follow from the assumption the Xi’s are i.i.d. observations 
from p, the definition of In(x), and relation (3.4). 1 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume C?(X) is simple at x. Then lim,, Q) I,(x) = l/@(x) 
w.p. 1. This holds for 0 <d(x) d co. 
ProojI First consider the case 0 < k(x) < co. We will show that, V’E > 0, 
P( A,) = P(B,) = 1, where 
Note that we can express 
A,= fi fi 
n=l k-n 
pk(x)>fk-“‘+&l:*““] 
and from Lemma 3.1 we obtain 
I) 
= lim {l-n- ((1 +E)/(Oi(X))(Oi(x)+((C”,X)) n > “-too 
(where ck = $-“1 +&)/k(X))) 
= lim {l-n- (1 +&)(I +((r.,x)/oi(x)) > 
n 
n-+m 
xkzG+, V-k- 
(1 f&)(1 +)(ct.x)/d(x) 
1. 
Since lim k _ a, ck = 0 the assumption 6(x) is simple implies lim, _ o. &Ck, X) 
= 0. From this we can immediately conclude 
lim {l-n- (1 +&xl +~(c”.xMx))}~ = 1 
n-co 
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and 
which gives 
lim fi {l-k- (1 +E)(l+~(L.k.X)/dw} = 1, 
n-m k=n+l 
This shows P(A,) = 1. 
To show P(B,) = 1 we will prove P(B;) = 0 using the Borei-Cantelli 
lemma. Note &= n:=, Upzn Elk(x) < (I -E)/&(X)] and we have, for 
O<&<l, 
P l,(x)<- 
(1 
l--E a(x) I) = p( [p,(x) > &"'- WW]) 
= {I -n-“I- E)l~(X,,ca(x,+9(d”.x)) n 
3 
(where d,+-“I-“‘/“‘““) 
= (1 _~~(I-E)(l+C(dnlx)/oi(x)~)n. 
As lim,,, d, = 0 the simplicity assumption implies lim, _ o3 #(d,, x) = 0. 
Thus we can choose k suf!iciently large so that J&d,, x)1 < E for n 2 k. Thus 
= f {l -,~~‘-~)ll+~(d.,x)/8(x))}n 
n=k 
00 
< c {l-n-(‘- )1 
n=k 
b( +&)}n=“zk {14(1-E*)}2<M. 
Thus we conclude P(&) = 0 and hence P(B,) = 1. This completes the 
proof for 0 <a(x) -=z co. 
For the case a(x) = 0 we need to show lim, _ ocI ,(x) = co w.p. 1. This 
will be accomplished if we show P(C,) = 0 for each K > 0 where C, = 
nz, UE" CMx)< Kl. 
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Now since ai(x) = 0 by assumption, we have 
P( CL(x) < a I= P( CPrr(X) > tn - “I) 
= (1 +&-K4(%x))n, where e, = in ~ K. 
Note that Z(x) = 0 implies q5(.s, x) > 0 whenever 0 <E < 4. Choose some 
0 <E < 1. Using the assumption of simplicity at x we can find k so that 
n 2 k implies &e,, x) <E/K. It then follows that 
,,TkP([ZJx)<K])= f {l-n~K~‘en~x)}n 
n=k 
< f (l-K”}“<m. 
n=k 
Therefore we conclude P(C,) = 0 and so lim, _ o. l,(x) = co w.p. 1. For the 
case i(x) = co we need to show lim I (x) = 0 w.p. 1. It is sufficient to n-rm n 
check that P(E,) = 1 for each 6 > 0, where 
E,= 6 fi [l,(x)<S-j. 
n=l k=n 
Now 
IIx,-xll >-k-’ 
’ 1) 
6(x))>n fj i1 - dB(1,2)k-6(X)))~ 
k=n+l 
Since by assumption lim, _ ,,+ (log p(B,(x))/log 2s) = co it follows that for 
sufficiently large n we have 
1% Pv+1,2,n-4x)) 1 + 6 
log n-’ >-, 6 
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which gives ~(B,i,~,,~+(x)) < (n-‘)‘I f6)‘6 = n-” +&). Therefore 
P(E,)> lim {l-n- (‘+d)}n f, (1 -k-“+a)) 
n-r k=n+l 
z 1. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
Remarks. (1) It should be noted that if the assumption of simplicity at 
x is removed then the modified result lim supn+ o. I,(x) = l/&(x) w.p. 1 
holds here. 
(2) The reason for considering the quantity f,,(x) (rather than its 
reciprocal which would of course converge to 6(x), the actual parameter of 
interest) is the tractability of I,(x). This will be seen in the following 
sections, where we consider the limiting distribution and moment behavior 
of a linear transformation of I,(x). 
(3) Obviously the quantity log ap,(x)/log bnP1 also converges w.p. 1 
to l/c?(x) for any a > 0 and b > 0. The choice of constants a and b will, 
however, affect the rate of convergence and the bias involved in estimating 
I/C?(X) by l,(x). We selected a = 2 and b = 1 in the definition of the log min 
ratio as this choice removes a significant bias term log 2/lag n which 
appears (at least in a wide class of examples) when using log p,(x)/log n-‘. 
If 0 d x Q $ and the random sample Xi, . . . . X, is taken from the uniform 
distribution over [ -1, $1 it can be shown that 
where h(n) = C; = i l/k is the first n terms of the harmonic series. This value 
ranges between a maximum of (h(n) + log 2)/lag n (at the midpoint x = 0) 
and a minimum of h(n)/log n (at the extreme x = f). The results are of 
course symmetric for - f < x < 0. If the basepoint x is itself chosen at ran- 
dom from the uniform distribution over [ -4, I] (a procedure we would 
generally recommend in practice when the distribution is exact dimensional 
and thus possesses the same local dimension at almost all points of its 
support) we obtain the average value 
E (‘~y$;‘) = 
h(n+l)+((n- l)/(n+ l))log2 
log n 
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Since h(n) = log n + l/n + c,, where lim, _ no c, = y (Euler’s constant), we 
obtain 
E(IPopgq;(;))=l+~(~~~~ogn+c.f((~-~~~:+l))log2 
1 
-l+O - 
( > n log n 
+Y+l@ 
log M 
for large n. 
The last term, being O(l/log n), introduces a significant bias at the nth 
stage. We will see in the following sections that this bias term is typical of 
regular distributions over RN. We immediately correct for the iog 2/lag n 
portion of the term by the choice a = 2, b = 1 in the definition of I,(x). At 
this stage we have made no correction for the y/log n portion for aesthetic 
reasons; we will see that y arises naturally in the limiting distribution of a 
suitable linear transformation of Z,(x). In Section 6, where we look at a 
more sophisticated method of estimating CI, the bias terms are handled in a 
more complete and satisfactory fashion. 
(4) Another factor which will affect the rate of convergence of I,(x) is 
the scale of the data. The log min ratio has been designed for distributions 
whose supports have diameter 1. Data should be resealed, at least 
approximately, to a region of unit diameter (with any extreme observations 
being ignored in the resealing). 
(5) It is interesting to note that in the case of the uniform dis- 
tribution over a unit a-dimensional ball in RN (a some positive integer), the 
value of N has no role to play in the convergence behavior of I,(x) and the 
distribution of a(&,(~) - l/a) is approximately that of the one-dimensional 
analogue I,( llx[l) - 1. This can be explained by noting that if x is a point in 
the ball of distance r from the center 0 then the distribution of (2pJx))” is 
approximately that of 2p,(r), where p,(r) is based on the uniform 
distribution over [ -4, f]. Specifically, provided that 0 < y < 4 - r, 
P( [(2p,(x))’ < y]) = 1 - (1 - y)” = P( [2p,(r) < y]). However, for base- 
points x near the rim of the ball (r close to 4) it will generally take longer 
for the minimum distance p,,(x) to be less than 4 - r. If a is large and the 
basepoints x are selected at random they will tend to be near the rim of the 
ball. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR IN THE (p,D)-REGULAR CASE 
In this section we will see that, in the case of (p, D)-regular distributions, 
a suitable linear transformation of l,(x) will asymptotically follow an 
extreme value distribution. By the notation EV(a, b) we mean an extreme 
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value distribution with location parameter a and scale parameter b. The 
distribution function of EV(a, h) is given by 
F(,Jx)=exp[ -e~m(‘rPu)ih)] for -Q<<<<. 
It is well known that the standard extreme value distribution EV(0, 1) 
has mean y (Euler’s constant) and variance x2/6. 
We will need the following lemma. The proof, being straightforward, is 
omitted. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let {c, }, be a sequence of positive constants such that c, 10 
and limn,,(c,+l Jc,) = 1. Let p be a Bore1 probability measure and let 
a>O. Then 
/44(x)) = lim PtB,.ix)) 
,:y+ (2&y n+ m (2cJ” 
provided at least one of these limits exists. 
Consider the linear transformation L:‘(x) = c1 log n (l,(x) - l/a), where 
O<a<co. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ,u be a Bore1 probability measure over RN and let 
x E RN be fixed. Then L:)(x) has a nondegenerate limiting distribution if and 
only tf there exists 0 < c < co such that 
AB,(x)) = 
e:y+ (2E)” cp 
in which case 6(x) = a, t?(x) is simple, and L:‘(x) 2 EV(log c, 1). 
Proof Applying Lemma 3.1 we can write, for - co < y < co, 
P([LP’(x)< y])=P 
(L 
I,(x)< 
y+logn 
alogn I) 
=P(CPn(X)‘Cn(Y)l) 
= { 1 - ~L(Bcn,?.,b)))~~ 
I where c,(y) = Se -((Y + b3 ,r)/a). Therefore 
1 
eP n 
P([L(“)(x)< y])= 1 -a (y)- rr n 
; n ’ 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
where a,(y)=neY~(B,.~~,,(x))=~(B,.~,,~,(x))l(2c,(y))”. Since limndcn+ I(Y)/ 
c,(y))=lim,+, e P(lia)‘og((n+ ’ jin) = 1 (independent of y) we conclude from 
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Lemma 4.1 that a,(y) approaches a limit c (which is necessarily indepen- 
dent of y) if and only if lim, _ 0 +(~(B,(x))/(~E)~) = c. If 0 CC < cc then 
lim P([Lf)(x)<y])= lim 1 -a,(~)$ 
1 
’ n 
n + Pj n-m I 
=exp(-ce-.“)=exp(-e-‘-‘-l”g’) )3 
which shows L:)(x) 5 EV(log c, 1). If c = 0 then lim, _ ~ P( [L:)(x) < y]) 
= 1 for all y while if c = co, lim, _ m P( [L;)(x) < y] ) = 0 for all y, so in 
either case a limiting distribution does not exist. If lim,+0+(~(B,(x))/(2E)“) 
fails to exist then, for all y, P( [L:)(x) -C y]) has no limit. Thus a limiting 
distribution exists only under the stated conditions. Since we can write 
1% PWX)) = hia-4~,(x)Y(2~Yl + tl 
log 2E log 2E 
then (4.1) implies 6(x) is simple and 6(x) = a. 1 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let ,u be a Bore1 probability measure over RN, 
DE ( 1, . . . . N}, and suppose p(S) = 1. Then S is (p, D)-regular if and only if 
there exists f such that 0 < f< 00 and 
L(p)(x) -% EV(log K&X), 1) p-as. 
ProoJ: From the discussion following Theorem 2.3 we see that if S is 
(,u, a)-regular then a = D, a positive integer, so this is the only case to be 
considered. Now, by definition, S is (p, D)-regular if and only if there exists 
f with 0 -C f < co such that 
lim AS n B,(x)) 
=.f(x) for p-almost all x in S. 
E-o+ ‘L-D(~&)~ 
Since p(S) = 1 in this case, the above is equivalent to 
lim ,44(x)) 
E -.o+ KLGP 
= f (x) j.ka.s. 
or 
P(B,(x)) 
Jy+ (2E)D = PDF p-as. 
The result now follows from Theorem 4.1. 1 
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In the next corollary we consider the case where p is concentrated on 
some sufliciently smooth (that is, absolutely regular) subspace S of RN. We 
see that existence of a D-density corresponds to asymptotic extreme value 
distributions for LCD’(x). n 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let D E { 1, . . . . N} and let S be an absolutely regular 
local D-set. If u is a Bore1 probability measure over IWN such that p(S) = 1 
then u is a D-regular distribution I$ and only if there exists f with 0 < f < co 
such that 
L;oJ(x)a EV(logrc,f(x), 1) p-a.s., 
in which case f can be chosen to be the Radon-Nikodym derivative (or 
D-density) of u with respect to HD 1 S. 
Proof This follows immediately from the definition of D-regularity, 
Corollary 4.1, and Theorem 2.4. 1 
Remark. We see that, in the case of regular distributions, the D-density 
at x plays a role in the asymptotic behavior of LIP)(x) by determining the 
location of the limiting distribution. In attempting to estimate D under the 
assumption of regularity, the unknown D-density enters as a nuisance 
parameter. 
5. CONVERGENCE OF MOMENTS IN THE REGULAR CASE 
In this section we wish to show that if certain restrictions are applied in 
the D-regular case then all moments of LIP)(x) will converge to the 
corresponding moments of the appropriate extreme value distribution. We 
first consider the case where p is absolutely continuous with respect to A 
and then use this to obtain results under more general conditions. 
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward and therefore 
omitted. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let u be a Bore1 probability measure over IWN with density j 
with respect to Lebesgue measure. Let x E IWN be fixed and suppose f is 
continuous at x with f (x) > 0. For t > 0 define 
W=j (f(u)-f(x))~. 
B,(X) 
Then b( .) is differentiable A-a.e., and for each t where b’(t) exists we have 
lb’(t)1 <NKN2NS,+tNp’, where S,? =infs,,6, and 6s=~upuEBs~X~If(u)- 
f(x)l. Since lim,,,+ 6: = 0 this gives b’(t) - o(tn- ‘). 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let ~1 have density f with respect to I and suppose f is 
continuous at x with f(x) >O. Let g, denote the density of LiN)(x). Then 
lim, + m g, = g A-a.e., where g is the density of the EV(log KNf(x), 1) 
distribution. 
Proof Since f is continuous at x and f(x) > 0 it is easy to see that (4.1) 
holds with u = N and c = rcNf(x). Now from (4.2) we can write 
P(CLLNN’(x) < Yl) = i 1 -P(&n(,“,(wt~ 
where c (y) = ~e-(‘.~+hW) 
n . W e will set h(t) =p(B,(x)) and therefore 
express 
NX”;y’(x)<~l)= I1 -&AyN”. 
Differentiating with respect to y we obtain 
g,(y)= -n{l -h(c,(y))J”-‘~h(c,(y)). 
Now setting t = c,(y) we can express h(t) = KNf(x)(2t)N + b(t), where b(t) 
is defined as in Lemma 5.1. 
Applying the chain rule we obtain 
=n{l -h(c,(y))l”-* n,f(x)(2c,(y))“+~b’(c.(y))} 
=n{l -h(c,(y))jnW1 x,fl.)c+y h’(c,(y))] 
n 
=K,?$f(x)e-“‘{l -h(c,(y))}“-’ +rn, 
where the remainder term r,=(n/N){f - h(c,(y))}“-‘c,(y) b’(c,(y)). 
Since c (y)=.&(l.V+l”gn)lN) 
b’(c,( y) j- 0(1/n) and hence 
it follows from Lemma 5.1 that c,(y) 
lim R.+m r,=O. As (1 -h(c,(y))}“-‘= 
P( [LI;y_‘,(x) < y]) it follows from Theorem 4.1 that 
!lmrn KNf(X)epY(l -kz(y)))“-’ 
=e -(y-logICNf(X)~exp(~e-‘“-l”gX”f(X~)) 
= i?(Y) the density of the EV(log rc,f(x), 1) distribution. 
Thus g, -+ g I-a.e. as claimed. 1 
683/28/l-10 
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COROLLARY 5.1. Let u over (WN be absolutely continuous with respect to 
Lebesgue measure and have density f which is u-a.s. continuous. Then, for 
p-almost all x, the density of LLN’(x) converges pointwise ba.e. to the density 
of the EV(log tiNf(x), 1) distribution. 
A probability measure p over RN will be said to have finite E moment if 
E( IlXll”) < co, where X is a random vector with distribution CL. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let u over aBN be absolutely continuous with density f Let 
x E [WN and suppose f is continuous at x with f(x) > 0. Furthermore, assume 
that p has finite E moment for some E > 0. Then the first r moments of 
LiN)(x) converge to the corresponding moments of the EV(log KN f (x), 1) 
distribution. 
Proof We first assume that p has compact support and bounded den- 
sity and show that all moments converge. Let M> 0 be such that 
p(B,(x)) = 1. As before let g, denote the density of LLN)(x). From 
Theorem 5.1 we know lim, _ m g,= g, where g is the density of the 
EV(log rcNf(x), 1) distribution. Thus to show that the rth moment of 
LiNj(x) converges to the rth moment of the EV(log KNf(x), 1) distribution 
it is sufficient to show 1 y’g,( y)l is bounded above by an integrable function 
not depending on n. We will show that in fact there exist an extreme 
value density m(y) = Qe-” exp( - Qe-‘) and constant K > 0 such that 
g,(y) <Km(y) for all n. As ail moments exist and are finite for the extreme 
value distribution the desired result will then follow. 
From (5.1) we can write 
g,(y)=n{l-h(c,(y))}“-’ KNf(X)~+~b)(C.(y)) 
and since Ib’(c,( y))( 6 NK,~~c~$,,(c,( Y))~-’ (see Lemma 5.1) we obtain 
g,(y)Gn{l -h(c,(y)))“-’ 
=n{l -h(c,(y))}“-’ {~Nfl.)~+KN(2C.(Y))NB~~yi} 
=KN(f(x)+SEt,,y,)e~“{l-h(c,(y))}”~’ 
< K,Re--“{ 1 - h(c,( y))}“- ‘, where R= 2 sup f(u). 
"EL@+ 
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Since c (y)=le-((Y+‘W”)lN) then c,(y) > A4 is equivalent to y 6 
-[log n +!og(2&“]. Thus y 6 -[log n + log(2M)N] implies h(c,( y)) = 1 
and hence g,(y) = 0. Now for y > -[log n + log(2M)N J we use the 
expansion log( 1 - 24) = --Cp= r (uk/k) (for 0 Q u < 1) to express 
{l-h(c,(y)))nP’=exp -(n-l) 2 (h(c’y)))i) 
k=l 
<exp(-(n- 1) NC,(Y))). 
Now since 
e-” P(Bcn(,,(X)) 
MC,(Y) = P(BC”(Y,(X)) = KNy- Jb(B, 
n 
(JX)) 
we have 
Since (n - 1)/n 2 f for all n 2 2 we need only show that the ratio 
~L(B,,c,,(x))/n(B,“(.“)(x)) . b d d is oun e away from 0 uniformly over n 2 2 for 
y > -[log n + log(2M)N]. Consider H: [0, M] --f R’ defined by 
H(a) = { 
P(&?(x))/4~,(x))~ O<a<M 
f(x), a = 0. 
Since f(x) = lim a+O+ ( ,~(B,(x))/l(B,(x))) it follows that H is a continuous 
function over [0, M]. Furthermore, H(a) > 0 for all 0 <a < A4 since 
p(B,(x)) > 0 for a > 0 and, by assumption, f(x) > 0. Thus H must be boun- 
ded away from 0. Letting fi = info< LI < ,,, H(a) we have p > 0. Define Q by . . 
Q = ~,/3/2. Then m(y) = QePy exp( -QeAy) is an extreme value density 
and it follows that g,(y) < Km(y) for all n > 2 and all y, where K= 2R/B. 
This proves the result under the first assumptions. Now consider the case 
where p has finite E moment and let X, , Xz, . . . be a random sample from p. 
We first create an associated process X:, XT, . . . which can be regarded as 
arising from a distribution ,u* with compact support and bounded density 
Jo*. Choose 0 < a1 c a2 so that p(B,,(x)\B,,(x)) > 0 and fis bounded over 
B,,(x). If xieB,,(x) set Xi* =Xi. If Xi$B,,(x), choose X,? randomly from 
A = E,,(x)\B,,(x) according to the conditional distribution 
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Then XT, XT, . . . can be regarded as a random sample from the 
distribution p*, where p* is defined by 
P*(E) = AEn B,,(x)) + 
l-Pm,(x)) 
AA) 1 AEn 
p* has compact support B,,(x) and bounded density f* continuous at x 
with f*(x)=f(x)>O (in fact f* coincides with f over the interior of 
B,,(x)). Defining p,*(x) = min, 6rGn 11X: -x/I and L,*(x) in the obvious 
way, it follows from the earlier part of this theorem that all moments of 
L,*(x) converge to the corresponding moments of the EV(log Key, 1) 
distribution. 
Noting that 15!,~)(x)=L,*(x) provided at least one of X,, X,, . . . . X, falls 
in B,,(x) we see that P(U,“_, n,?, [LjN)(x)= L,*(x)])= 1. Letting 
E, = n;=, [X,4 B,,(x)] and k > 1 we can therefore write 
EW,*(x))” - Wl;“‘(xH”l) 
= E(I(C(X))~ - (~kN)(xHkl I&) fV$zJ 
6 ~W2(x)l~ I&,) P(C) + WZ’Wlk I EnI W,). 
Given E,, it follows that x1 <p,*(x) < a2 and hence for large n 
1% 2P,*(X) 
IL,*(x)1 = N(logn) logn-’ 
I ( 
1 
-z 
Ii 
=logn(2p,+(~))~~logn(2a,)~. 
Since P(E,) = (1 - p)“, where p = n(B,,(x)), we obtain 
O~limsupE((L,*(x)~k~E,)P(E,)~limsup (logn(2a,)N)k(l-p) 
n-m n-m 
= 0. 
Now there exists a constant Ck,E such that log x < Ct,E~E’k for all x> 1. 
Thus given E,, we can write for large n 
IJy(x)lk= {logn(2p,(x))N}k= (Nlog(2n”Np,(x))}k 
< NkCf,e2En”Np,Jx)E 
6 NkCk 2WN [IX, -XII’. k.E 
Since E( JJX, II”) < co by hypothesis, there exists a constant C < co such that 
~~II~,-~ll”I~,~=~~II~~-~lI”I IF,-xll>~,)=C 
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and therefore 
O~limsupE(~L~~~(~)~~~E,)P(E,)~limsupN~C~,,2”n”~~C(1 -p)” 
n-oo n+m 
= 0. 
Thus we have shown 
lim E( ~(L,*(x))~ - (J?~~)(x))~[) = 0. 
n-cm 
From this we conclude 
lim E((LiN)(x))k) = lim E((Lz(x))k) 
n-03 n-ha, 
= kth moment of EV(log off, 1). 
This completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let u over RN have finite E moment (some E > 0) and 
bounded density f which is u-as. continuous. Then, for u-almost all x, all 
moments of L:)(x) converge to the corresponding moments of the 
EV(log tcN f (x), 1) distribution. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let p be a D-regular distribution over RN (D < N) with 
D-density f and finite E moment (some E > 0). Let S be an absolutely regular 
local D-set such that u(S) = 1. Let x0 E S be such that f(x,,) > 0 and f I S is 
continuous at x0. Suppose there exist an open set U c RN containing x0 and a 
bounded open set G E RD with a mapping F: G + lRNeD such that the graph 
?&F= ((2, F(z)) I z E G} = S n U. Further suppose that F has continuous first 
partial derivatives over G. Then all moments of LIp)(xJ converge to the 
corresponding moments of the EV(log Kg f (x0), 1) distribution. 
Proof First note that the set G c RD need not correspond to the first D 
coordinates in RN; any choice of D coordinates will do. We use the first D 
coordinates for convenience. We also select the open set U so small that f is 
bounded over S n U. 
Assume first that p has compact support. We will show that in this case 
all moments of L!,n)(x,) converge in the desired manner. Our technique 
will be to demonstrate that, for each positive integer k, the family 
{I LiDp’(xO)l k}n is uniformly integrable. Since the continuity of the D-density 
f at x0 and Theorem 4.1 (applied at x,,) imply LiDp’(x,) + D 
EV(log rc,f(x,), i), the convergence of moments then follows by standard 
convergence results (see Theorem 25.12 of Billingley ES]). 
To establish uniform integrability we will locally (near x0) identify 
the random observations X,, Xz, . . . with a sequence of random variables 
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XT, X?*, . . in R”. Define T: G --f S n U by T(z) = (z, F(z)). Then T is a 
one-one mapping with continuous first partial derivatives over G. Let Ti(z) 
denote the ith coordinate of T(z) and let T,(z) denote the partial derivative 
aTi/&jl,. Note that 
ifi=jand lgi<D 
ifi#jand ldi<D 
ifD<i<N. 
The N x D matrix J(z) = [T,(z)], i= 1, . . . . N, j= 1, . . . . D, is a one-one 
linear operator from R D into RN which would coincide with the usual 
Jacobian matrix when D = N. Let C denote the unit cube 
{vE(W~IO<U~< 1, j= 1, . . . . D} in RD. We will define lJ(z)J to be the 
D-dimensional Hausdorff measure of the parallelopiped J(z). C, that is, 
IJ(z)l = HD(J(z) . C). In the case D = N we would have IJ(z)l = Idet(J(z))l. 
Since T is a one-one transformation we can induce a measure pT over the 
Bore1 sets of G by pT(E) = p( T(E)). Lettingfdenote the D-density of p and 
applying Theorem 19.3 of Billingsley [5] we have 
O(E) == AT(E)) = s f(x) HD(h) 
= s f(m)) IJ(z)l 4dz). E 
Thus y(z) =f( T(z)) 1 J(z)/ is the density of pT with respect to D-dimen- 
sional Lebesgue measure A. 
Now let z,, be that unique point in G such that T(z,) = x,, and let a > 0 
be such that the ball B,(z,) c G. Note that /J(z)1 is continuous over G (see 
the proof of Theorem 19.3 in Billingley [S]) and hence bounded and 
continuous over B,(z,). From this and the properties off, T and U we can 
conclude f is bounded over B,(z,) and continuous at zO. Furthermore, 
since /J(z). v1 - f(z) . v2j\ > /vl - vz\j it follows from Lemma 4 of Billingsley 
[S, p. 2151 that IJ(z)l >O for each ZE G. Thus we also havey(zo)>O. 
Now choose 0 < CI~ < c( such that pT(A) > 0, where A is the annulus 
B,(z,)\B,,(zO). Define the probability measure p* over the Bore1 sets of 
K&o) by 
P*(E) = @(En &,(zo)) + 
1 - PT(&&,)) 
O’(A) 1 pT(En A). 
It follows that the densityf* of p* is bounded over B,(z,) and coincides 
with 3 over the inner ball B,,(z,). Thus f* is continuous at z0 and 
f*w > 0. 
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Let Xi, X,, . . . be i.i.d. observations from p. We will construct a process 
X:, XT, . . . ‘in RD in the following manner. If Xie Sn U and 
T-‘(Xi) E B,,(z,) then set XT = T-‘(Xi). Otherwise choose X,? randomly 
from the annulus A according to the conditional distribution p*(E] A) = 
p*(En ,4)/p*(A). It follows that XT, XT, . . . are i.i.d. observations from p*. 
From the ‘proof of Theorem 5.2 we see that the family of densities 
(&xJ4~,“, 1 of wwz I is dominated by a multiple of an extreme 
value density and hence, for each positive integer k, the family 
{ IZ.,,*(zO)lk},“, i is uniformly integrable. Since Tp’ is a projection map it 
follows that p,(x,)3~p,*(z,) provided at least one of XT, . . . . X,* falls in 
B,(z,). But T also has bounded continuous first partial derivatives over 
B,(zo) and hence satisfies a Lipschitz condition from which we can con- 
clude there exists a > 0 such that p,(x,,) Q ap,*(zO) whenever at least one of 
the first n starred observations falls in B,,(z,). The inequalities 
dYzo) G P,(x~) d w,*(zo) show that there exists b >O such that 
ILIp) < IL,*(z,,)l + b in this case. Letting Z,= IL,*(zO)l + b it follows 
that the family { IZnlk};: 1 is uniformly integrable for each k. Now define 
E, = fly=, [X7 $ B,,(z,)] and let p = P( [X,7 E B,,(z,)]). Let fl> 0 be 
arbitrary. Then we write 
Since { IZnlk},, is uniformly integrable we have 
lim sup E(lZ,lk ZC~~~~~>~~)=O. B-00 n 
Consider the second term in (5.2). The occurrence of E,, implies p,(xO) > r~ 
while the assumption that p has compact support implies there exists c>O 
such that p,(xO) d c. These two bounds together imply there exists d> 0 
such that lL!,D)(x,)l < log n + d whenever E, is true. 
Therefore 
EW~DP’b,)lk ZE,) < (log n + d)k~UG) 
= (log n + #( 1 - p)“. 
Thus, given E > 0, there exists n, such that 
sup E(JL;=“(x,)lk ZEn) < E. 
” > Ilo 
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Now if p > PO, where &, = (log n, + d)“, we have 
Iwv%)lk &Ip’,xo),~>p, t, I. =o whenever n < n,. 
Therefore 
sup sup WYYx,)lk &;op’(&>fi, & z )<&. 
P>Bo n 
This shows 
lim sup E( IL(D)(~,)lk I 
B-m n n [ ILlp)(XO)I~ > 81 IL) = 0. 
It follows that { ILiD)(x,)lk}, is uniformly integrable and hence the 
sequence of kth moments converges to the desired value. 
In the more general situation where /J does not necessarily have compact 
support but does have finite E moment we can use the result for the com- 
pact support case and apply the same technique used under the identical 
circumstances in the proof of Theorem 5.2. m 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let p be a D-regular distribution (D < N) having finite 
E moment (some E > 0), support S which is an absolutely regular local D-set, 
and D-density f such that f IS is u-as. continuous. Suppose there exist 
bounded open sets {G,}, of RD and (U,,},, of RN and maps F,: G,+ RNPD 
such that SC IJ,, U, and the graph 9&n = Sn U, for each n = 1,2, . . . . 
Suppose the maps F,, have continuous first partial derivatives over G,. Then, 
for u-almost all x, all moments of LIP’(x) converge to the corresponding 
moments of the EV(log tcD f (x), 1) distribution. 
The above corollary can be applied immediately to distributions over 
smooth manifolds such as hyperplanes and surfaces of spheres. 
6. TESTS OF HYPOTHESES AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
FOR DIMENSION IN THE REGULAR CASE 
In the following we will assume ~1 satisfies the hypotheses of either 
Corollary 5.2 or Corollary 5.3. The D-density of p will again be denoted by 
f: It should be noted that in this section we have made no serious attempt 
to use the data in an optimal way and expect that improved procedures 
will lead to reduced sample sizes. 
As basepoints we choose k observations x1, x2, . . . . xk independently 
according to the distribution p. This method of selecting basepoints ensures 
that they are points of positive density. Since the unknown density values 
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f(x,), . . . . f(xk) will enter as location parameters we will eliminate them by 
selecting two independent random samples Xlf),, XII\, . . . . Xc,f\ and Xg\, 
x:)2, . ..) Xyin corresponding to each basepoint xi, i = l,..., k. We assume 
the size n of the first sample is suffciently large so that L$,fx,) (which is 
constructed using only Xc,i\ , . . . . X’,i’,) can be regarded as following an 
extreme value distribution with mean y + log KJ(x~) and variance x*/6. (It 
is really the first two moments that are of primary importance; see 
Remark (1) at the end of this section.) The multiple m is a real number 
such that mn is a positive integer with mn > n. We will see that m can in 
some sense be chosen in an optimal way. 
We define Li by 
Li = Lg,(x;) - L$,fx,), i = 1, . . . . k. 
As the difference of two independent extreme value variables having the 
same location parameter and scale parameter 1, Li follows a logistic 
distribution with mean 0 and variance n*/3. We will express this as 
Li 2 LG(0, n*/3), i = 1, . . . . k. 
It follows that the linear transformation li = l/D + (l/(D log m)) Li also has 
a logistic distribution but with mean l/D and variance 7z2/3(Dlog m)*. 
Note that li reduces to Ii= (l/log m) log(p,,1(xi)/(Pmn,2(xi)), which is 
computationally very simple. 
Let f= (l/k) C:= 1 Zi. By the Central Limit Theorem we have, for 
sufficiently large k, the approximation 
iz WI/D, a,&,,/D*), 
where ak,,, = TX/( & log m). 
A test of hypothesis H,,: D = D,, can be performed by considering the 
standardized test statistic 
z = l-- l/Do 
ak,JDo 
and proceeding in the usual manner. Note the test of hypothesis Ho: D = N 
vs Ha: D < N is equivalent to testing the hypothesis that p is absolutely 
continuous. 
To construct an asymptotic Cl00 x (1 - a)]% confidence interval for D 
we note that 
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Therefore (l/r- (l/lrl) z,,~cJ~.,,, l/f+ (l/1111) z,,~o~,~) is an asymptotic 
[lo0 x (1 -a)]% confidence interval for D. Note that the width of the 
interval is proportional to l/r (which may be regarded as a point estimate 
of D) and reflects the fact that precision in estimation decreases as D 
increases. 
The interval width also depends on k and m through n+. The initial 
moment approximations will require that II be sufficiently large; we have 
found n = 25 to be generally suitable. This produces a total sample size of 
T= k + 25k + 25km. Regarding T as fixed we see that rsk.,, is then 
minimized (for any sample size) when m is approximately 9.25. This may 
be regarded as a reasonable choice for m provided k is large enough so that 
the normal approximation can be considered valid. Since the distribution 
of the 1;s should be approximately logistic we would expect that k need not 
be very large and have in fact obtained satisfactory results with k = 15. 
However, estimation in higher dimensions requires k to be considerably 
larger in order to obtain sufficiently narrow confidence intervals. 
The following are the results of three simulation studies. In each case the 
simulation was repeated 50 times with seeds chosen from a table of random 
numbers and for each repetition a 95% confidence interval was found. 
Case 1. Data were generated in 4-space according to the uniform dis- 
tribution over the l-dimensional “spring” s(t) = (2 cos 2nt, 2 sin 2nt, 271t, 
7~) for 0 < t f 3. This curve executes three complete loops over the range 
0 6 t < 3. We used k = 15, n = 25, and m = 9.2 (so the product mn = 230 is 
an integer) which produced a total sample size of 3840. 
Let 
NC = number of intervals which do not cover the true value D = 1. 
Cl = number of intervals which have D = 1 as the only integer member. 
C2 = number of intervals which cover D = 1 and D = 2 but no other integers. 
OT = number of intervals which do not belong to the first three categories. 
NC Cl c2 OT Total 
k = 15, n = 25, M = 9.2, T= 3840. 
2 45 3 0 50 
Therefore 96% of the intervals covered the true value D = 1 and, perhaps 
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more significantly, 90% of the intervals featured D = 1 as their only integer 
member. Under the regularity assumptions this is equivalent to selecting 
D = I (and rejecting the other three possibilities D = 2,3,4). 
Due to the approximations being used the only justifiable way to reduce 
the overall sample size in this case is to reduce m. We repeated the 
simulation studies with m = 4. This of course produced wider intervals but 
also less satisfactory coverage behavior. In one run the value of f turned 
out to be negative and then resulted in a nonsensical confidence interval. 
This can be explained by noting that smaller values of m increase the 
likelihood that prnn,J i) x exceeds p,, ,(xi) (which in turn produces a negative 
value for lj). 
The results for m = 4 are summarized in the table below. 
NC Cl c2 OT Total 
k=l$n=25,m=4, T= 1890. 
I 26 13 4 50 
Of the seven intervals in the first column, three failed to cover D = 1 by 
being too far to the left and in fact not containing any integer value. (A 
typical example is (0.19,0.92).) In such cases it is not clear whether these 
intervals should be interpreted as indicating D = 1 or perhaps as indicating 
the regularity assumptions may not be correct. 
Case 2. In this example data were generated uniformly over the set 
s= {XE w  llxll = 1, x, > 0, i = 1, 2, 3, 4}, which is a segment of the surface 
of a sphere in R4. The same values k = 15, n = 25, m = 9.2 which worked 
well in Case 1 were used initially. The results illustrate the greater difficulty 
in precisely estimating an underlying dimension of 3 as compared to an 
underlying dimension of 1. 
Let 
NC = number of intervals which do not cover the true value D = 3. 
Cl = number of intervals which have D = 3 as the only integer member. 
C2 = number of intervals which contain D = 3 and exactly one other 
integer from the set {2,4}. 
OT= number of intervals which do not belong to the first three categories. 
NC Cl 
6 0 
c2 
30 
OT 
14 
Total 
k=15,n=25.m=9.2, T=3840. 
50 
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The following are the results when the number of basepoints was 
increased to k = 35. 
NC Cl 
4 18 
c2 
28 
OT Total 
k= 35,n =25,m=9.2, T= 8960. 
0 50 
Case 3. In this case data were generated over a 5-dimensional cube by 
taking as a single vector observation five independent observations from 
the triangular distribution over [0, l] (with probability density function 
The cube was then transformed to a 5-dimensional object in lo-space by 
the mapping (x1, x2? x3, x4, -~s)H (xl, X2, X3, X4, x5, X1 +X2, x2 +x3, 
x3+x4, x4+x5, x,+x,). 
Under the regularity assumptions it follows that D must be a member of 
the set { 1, 2, . . . . lo}. 
Let 
NC = number of intervals which did not cover the true value D = 5. 
Cl = number of intervals which have D = 5 as the only integer member. 
C2 = number of intervals which contain D = 5 and exactly one other 
integer value from the set (4, 6). 
C3 = number of intervals which contain D = 5 and exactly two other 
integers from the set {3,4,6, 7). 
OT= number of intervals which do not belong to the first four categories. 
NC Cl C2 C3 OT Total 
k=35,n=25,m=9.2,T=8960. 
4 0 21 25 0 50 
A considerable increase in the value of k would be required in order for a 
high percentage of intervals to isolate the integer D = 5. However, consider- 
ing that the data arise in lo-space, the knowledge that the true dimension 
falls into the set {4, 5, 6) (which occurred in 82% of intervals with our 
current sample size) represents a considerable gain in information. 
Remarks. (1) Since ultimately the Central Limit Theorem is applied, 
the distribution of L!,f>(xi) (and therefore the distribution of lj) is not as 
important as the approximation of the mean and variance. However, the 
knowledge that the distribution of lj should be approximately logistic 
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justifies the application of the Central Limit Theorem with a fairly small 
number of basepoints. 
(2) One particularly nice feature of this estimation technique is that 
data need not be scaled to a region of any particular size. This follows since 
any scale factor will disappear when computing the ratio P~,~(x~)/P,,&x~). 
(This contrasts with Remark (4) at the end of Section 3, where only the 
log min ratio log 2p,(xi)/log K’ was considered.) However, stretching or 
contracting individual coordinate variables can affect the bias in the 
estimation procedure. This can be understood by considering estimating 
dimension for a uniform distribution over a rectangle in which the length is 
several times that of the width; such an object would appear one-dimen- 
sional, at least for smaller sample sizes. The authors encountered this 
problem when looking at a modification of Case (3). The transformation 
was changed to (x,, x2, x3, x4, x5) + (x,, 2x,, 3x,, 4x,, 5x,, x1 +2x2, 
2x, + 3x,, 3x, + 4x,, 4x, + 5x,, 5x, + x1) and the difference in scales of the 
new component variables appeared to create a bias toward a dimension 
estimate of 4 rather than 5. 
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